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Abstract
This paper formalizes a well-known psychological model of
emotions in an agent specification language. This is done
by introducing a logical language and its semantics that are
used to specify an agent model in terms of mental attitudes
including emotions. We show that our formalization renders
a number of intuitive and plausible properties of emotions.
We also show how this formalization can be used to specify
the effect of emotions on an agent’s decision making process.
Ultimately, the emotions in this model function as heuristics
as they constrain an agent’s model.

Introduction
In psychological studies, the emotions that influence the de-
liberation and practical reasoning of an agent are considered
as heuristics for preventing excessive deliberation (Dama-
sio 1994). Meyer & Dastani (2004; 2006) propose a func-
tional approach to describe the role of emotions in practical
reasoning. According to this functional approach, an agent
is assumed to execute domain actions in order to reach its
goals. The effects of these domain actions cause and/or
influence the appraisal of emotions according to a human-
inspired model. These emotions in turn influence the delib-
eration operations of the agent, functioning as heuristics for
determining which domain actions have to be chosen next,
which completes the circle.

Although logics for modeling the behavior of intelligent
agents are in abundance, the effect of emotions on rational
behavior is usually not considered, despite of their (arguably
positive) contribution. Philosophical studies describing (ide-
alized) human behavior have previously been formalized us-
ing one or more logics (often mixed or extended). For exam-
ple, Bratman’s BDI theory of belief, desire, and intentions
(Bratman 1987) has been modeled and studied in e.g. lin-
ear time logic (Cohen & Levesque 1990) and dynamic logic
(Meyer, Hoek, & Linder 1999).

We propose to model and formalize human emotions in
logic. There exist different psychological models of emo-
tions, of which we have chosen to consider the model of
Ortony, Clore, & Collins (1988). The “OCC model” is suit-
able for formalization because it describes a concise hierar-
chy of emotions and specifies the conditions that elicit each
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emotion in terms of objects, actions, and events—concepts
that can be captured in a formal language. In this paper, we
introduce a logic for studying the appraisal, interactions, and
effects of the 22 emotions described in the OCC model. We
take a computational approach, building not only a mathe-
matically sound model but also keeping in mind its imple-
mentability in a (multi-)agent system. Multi-agent aspects
of emotions, however, are not treated in this paper.

It should be noted that previous work on specifying and
implementing emotions carried out by Meyer (2004) and
Dastani (2006) follows Oatley & Jenkins’ model of emo-
tions (Oatley & Jenkins 1996) and comprises only four emo-
tions: happy, sad, angry, and fearful. Emotions are repre-
sented as labels in an agent’s cognitive state. Similar to our
approach, the deliberation of an agent causes the appraisal
of emotions that in turn influence the agent’s deliberation.
Dastani & Meyer (2006) have defined transition semantics
for their emotional model, which we also intend to do for
our formalization of OCC. However, we intend to formalize
the quantitative aspects of emotions as well, which were not
considered in the purely logical model of Dastani & Meyer.
Our work is also similar to other computational models of
emotions, such as EMA (Gratch & Marsella 2004), CogAff
(Sloman 2001), and the work of Picard (1997); however,
our goal is not to develop a specific computational model
of emotions, but rather to develop a logic for studying emo-
tional models, starting with the OCC model.

Language and Semantics
The OCC model describes a hierarchy that classifies 22 emo-
tions. The hierarchy contains three branches, namely emo-
tions concerning aspects of objects (e.g., love and hate),
actions of agents (e.g., pride and admiration), and conse-
quences of events (e.g., joy and pity). Additionally, some
branches combine to form a group of compound emotions,
namely emotions concerning consequences of events caused
by actions of agents (e.g., gratitude and anger). Because
the objects of all these emotions (i.e. objects, actions, and
events) correspond to notions commonly used in agent mod-
els (i.e. agents, plans, and goal accomplishments, respec-
tively), this makes the OCC model suitable for use in the
deliberation and practical reasoning of artificial agents. It
should be emphasized that emotions are not used to describe
the entire cognitive state of an agent (as in “the agent is
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wholly happy”); rather, emotions are always relative to indi-
vidual objects, actions, and events, so an agent can be joyous
about event X and at the same time distressed about event Y .

The OCC model defines both qualitative and quantitative
aspects of emotions. Qualitatively, it defines the conditions
that elicit each of the emotions; quantitatively, it describes
how a potential, threshold, and intensity are associated with
each elicited emotion and what are the variables affect-
ing these quantities. For example, the compound emotion
gratitude is qualitatively specified as “approving of some-
one else’s praiseworthy action and being pleased about the
related desirable event.” The variables affecting its (quan-
titative) intensity are 1) the judged praiseworthiness of the
action, 2) the unexpectedness of the event, and 3) the desir-
ability of the event.

We use KARO (Meyer 2004; Meyer, Hoek, & Linder
1999) as a framework for the formalization of the 22 emo-
tions of the OCC model. The KARO framework is a mix-
ture of dynamic logic, epistemic / doxastic logic, and sev-
eral additional (modal) BDI operators for dealing with the
motivational aspects of artificial agents. We present a mod-
est extension of the KARO framework, so that the eliciting
conditions of the emotions of the OCC model can be appro-
priately translated and modeled. However, a discussion of
the exact differences is outside the scope of this paper. We
have completed the formalization of a qualitative model of
the 22 emotions in the OCC model, but because of space
limitations we cannot present this entire formalization here.
Instead, we will focus on hope and fear alone in this paper.
We have picked these two emotions because of their pivotal
role in reducing nondeterminism in agent implementations.

The KARO framework is designed to specify goal-
directed agents; however, in contrast to KARO, we do not
allow arbitrary formulas as (declarative) goals and define a
goal as a conjunction of literals, where each literal repre-
sents a subgoal. This is because we want agents to be able to
break up their goals into subgoals to determine which parts
of a goal have already been achieved and which subgoals
have yet to be pursued. Furthermore, we require goals to be
consistent (individually, not mutually) and non-empty (i.e.
there must be at least one literal in the conjunction).

Definition 1. (Consistent conjunctions). Let P be a set of
atomic propositions and Lits = P ∪ {¬p | p ∈ P } be the
set of literals. With respect to the conjunction and disjunc-
tion of the empty set, let

∧ ∅ = � and
∨ ∅ = ⊥, where ⊥

stands for falsum and � for verum. Then K is the set of all
consistent conjunctions of literals, and K′ does not contain
the empty conjunction:

K = {
∧

Φ | Φ ⊆ Lits, Φ � ⊥}, (1)

K′ = K \ {�} (2)

Thus the empty conjunction is denoted by �, and note that
� ∈ K whereas � �∈ K′.

Below we explain how ‘OCC ingredients’ are translated
into ‘KARO ingredients.’ When formalizing the branch (of
the OCC hierarchy) of emotions concerning consequences
of events, we will translate OCC’s notion of an event as the

accomplishment or undermining of a goal (or part thereof),
because these are the kinds of events telling an agent how
its goals and plans toward them are progressing. For ex-
ample, the failure to achieve certain subgoals during the ex-
ecution of a plan may cause the appraisal of fear, which,
consequently, might trigger the agent to revise its plan.

When formalizing the branch (of the OCC hierarchy) of
emotions concerning actions of agents, we will translate
OCC’s notion of actions as plans consisting of domain ac-
tions and sequential compositions of actions. Note that be-
sides domain actions that can be performed by agents, we
also distinguish deliberation operations (e.g., operations for
selecting and applying planning rules and for selecting plans
to execute) as actions that can be performed by agents.

Definition 2. (Plans). Let A be a set of atomic domain ac-
tions. The set Plans of plans consists of all actions and se-
quential compositions of actions. It is the smallest set closed
under:

• If α ∈ A then α ∈ Plans .
• If α ∈ A and π ∈ Plans then (α; π) ∈ Plans .

When formalizing the branch (of the OCC hierarchy) of
emotions concerning objects, we only consider agents as ob-
jects, because there are no other notions in our framework
that could reasonably be regarded as objects.

We define an emotional fluent for each of the 22 emo-
tions of the OCC model. The emotions are outlined below
such that each row contains two emotions that are defined by
OCC to be each other’s opposites, with the left column dis-
playing the positive emotions and the right column display-
ing the negative emotions (for agent i). It should be noted
that it is allowed for an agent to have ‘mixed feelings,’ i.e.
it can experience opposing emotions simultaneously. How-
ever, our model will ensure that the objects of opposing emo-
tions are distinct (e.g., an agent can experience both joy and
distress in response to some event, but the objects of these
two emotions will concern different parts of the event).

Definition 3. (Emotional fluents). Let G be a set of agent
names. The set Emotions is the set of emotional fluents,
which is defined as follows:

Emotions =
{ joyi(κ), distressi(κ),

hopei(π, κ), feari(π,¬κ),
satisfactioni(π, κ), disappointmenti(π, κ),
relief i(π,¬κ), fears-confirmedi(π,¬κ),
happy-fori(j, κ), resentmenti(j, κ),
gloatingi(j, κ), pityi(j, κ),
pridei(α), shamei(α),
admirationi(j, α), reproachi(j, α),
lovei(j), hatei(j),
gratificationi(α, κ), remorsei(α, κ),
gratitudei(j, α, κ), angeri(j, α, κ)

| i, j ∈ G, i �= j, α ∈ A, π ∈ Plans, κ ∈ K′ }

(3)
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The informal reading of the emotional fluents used in this
paper is as follows: hopei(π, κ) means agent i hopes per-
forming plan π will accomplish goal κ; feari(π,¬κ) means
agent i fears performing plan π will not accomplish goal κ.

We now have all ingredients necessary to modify the
KARO framework and construct an agent specification lan-
guage. This language contains operators for belief (B),
goals (G), (cap)ability (A), commitment (Com), and ac-
tion (do).
Definition 4. (Language). Let the sets P , K′, Plans , G,
and Emotions be defined as above. The agent specification
language L is the smallest set closed under:
• If p ∈ P then p ∈ L.
• If ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ L then ¬ϕ1, (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) ∈ L.
• If ϕ ∈ L and i ∈ G then Biϕ ∈ L.
• If κ ∈ K′ and i ∈ G then Giκ ∈ L.
• If π ∈ Plans and i ∈ G then Aiπ,Comi(π) ∈ L.
• If π ∈ Plans and ϕ ∈ L and i ∈ G then [doi(π)]ϕ ∈ L.
• If ε ∈ Emotions then ε ∈ L.

We also use the propositional connectives ∨, →, and ↔
with their usual interpretation. Biϕ means agent i believes
in ϕ; Giκ means agent i has the (declarative) goal to ac-
complish κ; Aiπ means agent i has the ability to perform
π; Comi(π) means agent i is committed to performing π;
[doi(π)]ϕ means ϕ holds after agent i has performed π.
For convenience, subscript agent indices (e.g., i and j) are
omitted if the formula in question concerns only a single
agent. We use 〈 · 〉 as the dual of [ · ] for the do operator.
We denote the execution of the deliberation operations as
[do(deliberate)] (details are given later in this paper).

With respect to the semantics of L, we model the belief
and action operators using Kripke semantics, while using
sets for ability, commitment, goals, and emotional fluents.
The semantics of actions are defined over the Kripke models
of belief, as actions may change the mental state of an agent.
Definition 5. (Semantics). Let the sets P , K′, A, Plans ,
and G be defined as above. The semantics of the belief and
action operators are given by Kripke structures of the form
M = 〈S, ϑ, RB〉 and 〈Σ, RA〉, respectively, where
• S is a non-empty set of states (or worlds);
• ϑ : S → ℘(P) is a truth assignment function per state;
• RB : G × S → ℘(S) is an accessability relation on S

for the belief modality of an agent. RB is assumed to be
serial, transitive, and euclidean;

• Σ is the set of possible model–state pairs. A model–state
pair is denoted as (M, s), where M = 〈S, ϑ,RB〉 as
above and s ∈ S;

• RA : G × Plans × Σ → ℘(Σ) is an accessability rela-
tion on Σ, encoding the behavior of actions of an agent.
RA(i, π) (for π ∈ Plans) is defined as usual in dynamic
logic by induction from a given base case RA(i, α) (for
α ∈ A), i.e. RA(i, α; π) = RA(i, α) • RA(i, π).

The semantics of ability, commitment, goals, and emotions
are given by means of structures of type 〈C,Ag , Γ, E〉, where
• C : G × Σ → ℘(Plans) is a function that returns the

set of actions that an agent is capable of performing per
model–state pair;

• Ag : G ×Σ → ℘(Plans) is a function that returns the set
of plans that an agent is committed to (are on an agent’s
‘agenda’) per model–state pair;

• Γ : G × Σ → ℘(K′) is a function that returns the set of
goals that an agent has per model–state pair;

• E = 〈Joy ,Distress,Hope,Fear , . . . ,Anger〉 is a struc-
ture of 22 functions indicating per model–state pair which
emotions are being experienced by an agent.
Note that Hope and Fear are semantic functions designed

to define the semantics of the syntactic emotional fluents
hope and fear. It is crucial to note that the functions in
E are constrained by the emotion axioms that we define ac-
cording to the OCC model, i.e. formulas (6) and (7) in this
paper. Because we will only be treating hope and fear in
this paper, we will only define the semantics, interpretation,
and emotion axioms of these two emotions. The emotion
functions in E have the following types:

Hope : G × Σ → ℘(Plans ×K′)
Fear : G × Σ → ℘(Plans ×K¬)

...
where K¬ = {¬κ | κ ∈ K′ }. They have to be defined
per agent (G) and model–state pair (Σ); their mappings can
be directly derived from Definition 3. The semantics of the
other emotions are easily reconstructed by analogy. Further-
more, it is assumed that an action/plan π is removed from
an agent’s agenda Ag as soon as the agent has executed π,
which is expressed by the following constraint:

π ∈ Ag(i)(M, s) & (M′, s′) ∈ RA(i, π)(M, s) ⇒
π �∈ Ag(i)(M′, s′)

(4)

This constraint can be read as follows: if π is on the agenda
Ag of agent i in state s of model M and executing π leads
to the new state s′ of model M′, then π will not be on the
agenda Ag of agent i in state s′. Of course an agent could
have put a new instance of plan π on its agenda after per-
forming the ‘old’ π, but we assume this does not violate
the constraint above, because we treat these plans as differ-
ent instantiations of π. Finally, note that we do not assume
Γ(i)(M, s) � ⊥, so goals may be mutually inconsistent.

Having defined the semantic operators, we can present
how formulas in L are interpreted.
Definition 6. (Interpretation of formulas). Let M =
〈S, ϑ, RB〉, 〈Σ, RA〉, and 〈C,Ag , Γ, E〉 be structures de-
fined as above. Formulas in language L are interpreted in
model–state pairs as follows:

M, s |= p ⇔ p ∈ ϑ(s) for p ∈ P
M, s |= ¬ϕ ⇔ M, s �|= ϕ

M, s |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ⇔ M, s |= ϕ1 & M, s |= ϕ2

M, s |= Biϕ ⇔ ∀s′ ∈ RB(i)(s) : M, s′ |= ϕ

M, s |= Giκ ⇔ κ ∈ Γ(i)(M, s)
M, s |= Aiπ ⇔ π ∈ C(i)(M, s)
M, s |= Comi(π) ⇔ π ∈ Ag(i)(M, s)
M, s |= [doi(π)]ϕ ⇔

∀(M′, s′) ∈ RA(i, π)(M, s) : M′, s′ |= ϕ
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M, s |= hopei(π, κ) ⇔ (π, κ) ∈ Hope(i)(M, s)
M, s |= feari(π,¬κ) ⇔ (π,¬κ) ∈ Fear(i)(M, s)

...

Note that we evaluate formulas in state s of model M.
The Kripke structure 〈Σ, RA〉 is then used for the inter-
pretation of [doi(π)]ϕ formulas. In the rest of this pa-
per, we will express that some formula ϕ is a validity (i.e.
∀(M, s) ∈ Σ : M, s |= ϕ) simply as |= ϕ.

Finally, we define a notion of possible intention equiva-
lent to the one by Meyer (2004). An agent has the possible
intention to perform plan π in order to accomplish κ if and
only if it believes that 1) it has the ability to perform π, 2)
κ is a goal of the agent, and 3) the execution of π possibly
leads to a state where κ holds.
Definition 7. (Possible intention). The possible intention I
to perform π in order to accomplish κ is defined as:

I(π, κ) ↔ B(Aπ ∧ Gκ ∧ 〈do(π)〉κ) (5)

We claim that the framework specified above is suitable
for formalizing the eliciting conditions of the emotions from
the OCC model. We are also developing a quantitative
model capable of modeling the intensities, thresholds, and
potentials of emotions and their interactions, as described
by the OCC model. However, because of space limitations,
we cannot present a full quantitative model incorporating
all these aspects here. For the example emotions described
in this paper (i.e. hope and fear), we omit the treatment of
potentials and thresholds. We restrict intensity values to
the non-negative reals. This yields the minimal model re-
quired for showing the interplay between hope and fear as
described by OCC.
Definition 8. (Emotion intensity). The partial function
intensity assigning intensities to emotions is declared as:

intensity : G × Σ × Emotions → R
+

When supplied with an emotion, this function determines its
intensity value. So the intensity function has at least 22
definitions (one for each emotion type), of which we will
define the hope and fear cases later in this paper. Fur-
thermore, intensity(i)(M, s)(ε) is undefined if M, s �|= ε.
The intensity function is defined per agent and model–state
pair; however, for convenience we will hence omit these ar-
guments.

A Formal Model of Emotions
The OCC model provides for each emotion (among others) a
concise definition in a single sentence and a list of variables
affecting the intensity of the emotion in question. Below
we will repeat OCC’s definitions of hope and fear (given in
Ortony, Clore, & Collins (1988), page 112) and show how
they can be formalized in the language we have just defined.
We will deal with the intensity part of these emotions later
in this paper.

Hope: According to OCC, hope is being pleased about
the prospect of a desirable event. From the viewpoint of a
goal-directed agent, a desirable event can be translated to
the accomplishment of a goal or part thereof, whereas the

prospect can be translated to ‘having’ a plan for accom-
plishing that goal. More specifically, we require the agent
to intend to perform this plan and to be committed to it. An
agent that is being pleased about the prospect of a desirable
event should act according to this mental state, so here we
are hinted at a possible heuristic that can be associated with
the emotion hope, namely to keep the intention and commit-
ment while this emotion is strong enough. What exactly it
means for hope to be strong enough will be formalized later.

Thus phrased in our language, an agent hopes to achieve
some goal using some plan if and only if it intends to per-
form the plan for the goal and is committed to the plan. The
objects of the hope emotion are then the goal that the agent
intends to achieve and the plan to which it is committed. We
thus arrive at the following formula characterizing hope:

hope(π, κ) ↔ (I(π, κ) ∧ Com(π)) (6)

It is important to note the use of the bi-implication, because
it allows for the derivation of interesting properties (to be
discussed later).

Fear: According to OCC, fear is being displeased about
the prospect of an undesirable event. However, OCC note
that if one experiences hope with respect to the prospect of
a desirable event, then the absence of that event will be un-
desirable to the same degree. In other words, hope and fear
are complementary emotions. This means that the intensi-
ties associated with hope and fear with respect to the same
prospect and event have to sum to a constant. Note that this
is different from what we called opposing emotions.

Because we have translated a desirable event as the ac-
complishment of a goal (or part thereof), an undesirable
event will constitute the failure to achieve that goal (or part
thereof). So fear will arise when the complement of an event
hoped for becomes probable (this is the prospect part). An
agent that is being displeased about the prospect of an unde-
sirable event should start considering alternatives in order to
ensure that it is the desirable event which will be achieved.
Again, how exactly this can be done will be formalized later.

Thus phrased in our language, an agent fears the failure
to achieve some goal using some plan if and only if it hopes
the plan will achieve the goal but it believes that it may not.
The objects of the fear emotion are then the plan from the
corresponding hope emotion and the negation of the goal
that it is hoping to achieve. We thus arrive at the following
formula characterizing fear:

fear(π,¬κ) ↔ (hope(π, κ) ∧ B〈do(π)〉¬κ) (7)

Because fear is the complement of hope (in the sense de-
scribed above), hope must be a precondition of fear. The
other precondition, namely that the complement of the event
hoped for has become probable, is expressed as the belief
that the execution of the intended plan may fail to achieve
the desired event (note the angled brackets). As with the
definition of hope, it is also important to note the use of the
bi-implication.

It should be emphasized that the two emotion axioms
above act as constraints on the functions Hope and Fear in
the semantics of our language. The fact that these two ax-
ioms look like mere abbreviations of formulas (as in the case
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of Equation (5) for I) is coincidental. In our complete qual-
itative formalization of OCC, most emotional fluents cannot
simply be written as one side of a bi-implication.

Properties of Emotions
Having defined hope and fear in our formal model, we can
check whether we can derive interesting properties from
these definitions and whether the derivable properties are in-
tuitive. In this section we will discuss several propositions;
their proofs are omitted due to space limitations, but they are
easy to verify.

|= hope(π, κ) → [do(π)]¬hope(π, κ) (8)
Hope only lasts for the duration of the prospect. As soon
as the agent has performed plan π with which it hoped
to achieve goal κ, the hope disappears, because it is no
longer committed to π. This follows almost directly from
constraint (4) in combination with definition 6, validat-
ing |= Com(π) → [do(π)]¬Com(π), and the fact that
commitment is a precondition for hope. Note however,
that it is possible for an agent to become committed to a
new instance of π and experience ‘renewed hope.’

|= fear(π,¬κ) → [do(π)]¬fear(π,¬κ) (9)
Similarly to hope, fear only lasts for the duration of the
prospect. Indeed, this follows directly from the corre-
sponding property of hope above and the fact that hope
is a precondition for fear. Note that this proposition does
not say anything about whether or not the agent succeeded
in bringing about κ by performing π, only that it will not
stay afraid afterwards.

|= B[do(π)]¬κ → (¬hope(π, κ) ∧ ¬fear(π,¬κ)) (10)
If the agent believes it has no chance of accomplishing
goal κ using plan π, then it will not hope for the impossi-
ble, nor fear the inevitable. The fact that there is also no
fear in the consequent follows from the definition of fear,
which validates |= ¬hope(π, κ) → ¬fear(π,¬κ).

|= fear(π,¬κ) → B(〈do(π)〉κ ∧ 〈do(π)〉¬κ) (11)
An agent experiencing fear with respect to a plan π and a
goal κ believes that both the success and failure to accom-
plish κ are possible outcomes of performing π. This log-
ical model does not tell anything about the likelihood of
any of these outcomes; this is indeed something that will
have to be taken into account by the quantitative model.

|= 〈do(π)〉ϕ → [do(π)]ϕ ⇒ |= ¬fear(π,¬κ) (12)
An agent that can predict the exact outcome of its ac-
tions will never experience fear. So with our definitions
of hope and fear, we can express both the complemen-
tary nature of these emotions as described by OCC and
the non-occurrence of fear in deterministic environments;
in other words, an agent will never experience fear with
respect to deterministic plans! This agrees with the intu-
itive notion that agents should not fear an undesirable out-
come of deterministic actions, because they can predict
the exact outcome beforehand. On the other hand, agents
in nondeterministic or partially observable environments
should always hope and fear simultaneously, because they
cannot predict with absolute certainty whether or not their
plan π for achieving goal κ will succeed.

Effects on Deliberation
Now that we have specified when an agent experiences hope
or fear, we can try to specify what to do with these emo-
tions. Recall that hope and fear are complementary emo-
tions, so the specifications of the effects of these emotions
must combine them both. There are two possible combina-
tions of hope and fear:

1. hope but no fear: this case is similar to the effect
of being happy as defined by Meyer & Dastani (2004;
2006). When an agent is hopeful with respect to a plan
and a goal, it is said by OCC to be pleased about how
its plan is progressing, so it should keep its intention and
commitment with respect to the plan and the goal. So in
this case, the heuristic is to ensure that further deliberation
of the agent, denoted as deliberate, does not change this:

(hope(π, κ) ∧ ¬fear(π,¬κ)) →
[do(deliberate)](I(π, κ) ∧ Com(π)) (13)

2. Simultaneous hope and fear: this is the more interesting
case. The OCC model defines fear as being displeased
about the prospect of an undesirable event. But what
could the effect of being displeased be? Doing something
about it! An agent experiencing fear with respect to a plan
and a goal should be allowed to replan in order to find a
new plan that can accomplish the goal:

(hope(π, κ) ∧ fear(π,¬κ)) →
[do(deliberate)]((I(π, κ) ∧ Com(π)) ∨

(I(π′′, κ) ∧ Com(π′′)))

where π′′ = (replan(π, κ, π′);π′). We assume an agent
has the ability to replan by performing the deliberation
operation replan(π, κ, π′), which provides an alternative
plan π′ instead of π to achieve goal κ. Plan π′ may de-
pend on the original plan π or even be equal to π if an
alternative plan cannot be found. For a proper and com-
plete definition of the replan function, we refer the reader
to Dastani et al. (2003).
Is the formula above a good heuristic? No, because

it is not specific enough. The disjunction Com(π) ∨
Com(replan(π, κ, π′);π′) does not specify when an agent
should start replanning, only that it may do so. Because hope
and fear are complementary emotions (i.e. their intensities
always add up to a constant), a reasonable heuristic would
be one that states that the agent should start replanning as
soon as the intensity of the fear w.r.t. the undesirable event
is greater than the intensity of the hope w.r.t. the desirable
event. However, this cannot be expressed in a purely log-
ical model. Therefore, a quantitative model of emotions is
needed in order to complete the heuristic.

According to the OCC model, the variables affecting the
intensity of hope w.r.t. a desirable event are 1) the degree
to which the event is desirable and 2) the likelihood of the
event. Analogously, the variables affecting the intensity of
fear w.r.t. an undesirable event are 1) the degree to which the
event is undesirable and 2) the likelihood of the event. We
can thus define the intensity function for hope and fear as:
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intensity(hope(π, κ)) :=
Ihope(desirability(κ), likelihood(π, κ)),

intensity(fear(π,¬κ)) :=
Ifear(undesirability(¬κ), likelihood(π,¬κ)).

Here the functions desirability , undesirability , and
likelihood return application-dependent and platform-
dependent measures of the (un)desirability of (not) achiev-
ing κ and the likelihood of the execution of plan π result-
ing in a state where (¬)κ holds, respectively. The functions
Ihope and Ifear then combine these measures, according to
this greatly simplified quantitative model, to a non-negative
real value. It should be noted that the functions Ihope,
Ifear, desirability , undesirability , and likelihood all im-
plicitly depend on the agent and model–state pair passed to
the intensity function (see Definition 8). Now we can com-
plete the heuristic by specifying that an agent should keep
its commitment with respect to a plan while its hope with
respect to that plan is greater than its fear, whereas the agent
should start replanning when its fear is greater than its hope:

(hope(π, κ) ∧ fear(π,¬κ) ∧
intensity(hope(π, κ)) ≥ intensity(fear(π,¬κ))) →

[do(deliberate)](I(π, κ) ∧ Com(π)), (14a)
(hope(π, κ) ∧ fear(π,¬κ) ∧

intensity(hope(π, κ)) < intensity(fear(π,¬κ))) →
[do(deliberate)](I(π′′, κ) ∧ Com(π′′)) (14b)

where π′′ = (replan(π, κ, π′);π′). Formulas (13), (14a),
and (14b) now specify the complete heuristic.

As an example of how emotions affect an agent’s delib-
eration, suppose an agent has a number of plans of which
it must select one to execute. Without emotions, the agent
should decide at each time point which plan to execute, pos-
sibly resulting in erratic behavior. However, with emotions
the selection of one of the plans commits the agent result-
ing in the appraisal of hope; that is, the agent is pleased
with the prospect of achieving some goal associated with
the plan. When the execution of the plan fails (e.g., the exe-
cution of some action fails or its effect is not perceived), the
agent will also experience fear with respect to the plan of
not achieving the goal. If the intensity of the fear is greater
than the intensity of the hope, the agent may drop the plan
or start replanning to achieve the goal. Of course, if given
multiple revised plans to choose from, the agent will pre-
fer new plans that have previously caused it to experience
relief, while avoiding those that have previously resulted in
the emotion fears-confirmed. In this way, the incorporated
model of emotions indicates which plans need to be dropped
or adopted and thereby helps to reduce the nondeterminism
involved in an agent’s decision making process. Further-
more, emotions concerning agents as objects and actions of
other agents can be used to influence the social behavior of
an agent; however, these emotions will be a topic of future
work.

Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a formal model of emotions to specify the
behavior of intelligent agents. This model is a formalization

of a part of the OCC model of emotions. Our formalization
aims at a precise description of concepts used in the OCC
model in order to improve the decision-making of agents. In
particular, we have shown how the emotions hope and fear
as described in the OCC model can influence the deliber-
ation process of an agent. Note that our model should be
interpreted in a prescriptive way. One may argue that this
interpretation falls short of human emotions, e.g., by attack-
ing formula (12), because people sometimes fear inevitable
consequences of their actions. However, we consider this as
irrational and undesirable for intelligent artificial agents.

At the time of writing, we have completed a qualitative
formalization of all 22 emotions in the OCC model. We
are currently working on a quantitative model incorporating
emotion potentials, thresholds, and intensities, as well as in-
vestigating how functions like desirability and likelihood
can be defined. For future work, we intend to use our for-
malization to assist in generating an agent’s behavior. To this
end, we will develop transition semantics and an implemen-
tation of our formalization in an agent-oriented program-
ming language. We plan to evaluate the emotional model by
running it on the Philips iCat, which is a cat-shaped robot
with a humanlike face capable of making believable emo-
tional expressions. Current scenarios for the robot are that
of a companion robot for elderly and a cooking assistant.
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